AK630
FIGURES F.A.Q.
THE COMPLETE GUIDE FOR FIGURE SCALE MODELERS

English / Spanish, 488 pages, Semi Hard Cover.

ARE YOU READY TO IMPROVE YOUR PAINTING METHODS AND CHANGE THE FINISH OF YOUR FIGURES FOREVER?

In this book you will find advice and explanation of all techniques and processes which you need to master painting of all types of figures, provided by the best painter of all time: Master Kirill Kanaev. This guide through the world of figures is a unique book, full of impressive works and examples used to demonstrate the secrets of miniature painting from the basic pillars to the most complex techniques. Now we put this knowledge in your hands to allow you to become a high level painter.

GET A COLOR MIXING WHEEL WITH YOUR PURCHASE FOR FREE!!!
Select a color on the outside wheel. Align it with a color on the inside wheel. The mixture appears in the window.

AK908B
COLOR MIXING WHEEL
3.95€

Shop
NEW High Quality Dense Acrylic Colors RANGE

Gold ending to mark the difference from ABT oils and to represent the highest quality. Black cap in line with the main Abteilung 502 color that represents elegance. Pantone 7545C blue color combined with gold to bring sobriety to the label and convey the elegance of the brand. Color stroke of each of the 50 colors in the range, name and characteristics.
NEW High Quality Dense Acrylic Colors

The Abteilung 502 acrylic tube range for artists has a formula that offers maximum opacity and coverage, combined with the vividness and intensity of the color, and provides a matte finish. Specially designed for figure painters looking for the highest quality pigment finish, Abteilung 502 artist colors also have fine art applications such as painting on canvas or airbrushing or illustration, combining the short drying times with the smooth finish and endless possibilities of acrylics. The High Quality Dense Acrylics range from Abteilung 502 covers all the needs that artists and modelers may ever have. Their matte finish makes them perfect for figure painting and detailing, although they can be used in many ways.

50 colors available

RANGE:
Primary Colors

- ABT1101 PURE WHITE
- ABT1102 OFFWHITE
- ABT1103 SMOKE BLACK
- ABT1104 PURE BLACK
- ABT1105 CYAN
- ABT1106 MAGENTA

4.50€ / EACH
The colors in the sets are specially designed to provide the painter with the correct selection of tones for a specific job. Each set includes colors assembled with a theme or technique as a link.

**ABT1160 PRIMARY AND COMPLEMENTARY COLORS SET**

This set is made up of primary and complementary colors. If you are a professional painter, this set cannot be missing from your work table.

Contains:
- ABT1122 Primary Red
- ABT1128 Primary Blue
- ABT1107 Primary Yellow
- ABT1137 Deep Green
- ABT1120 Orange
- ABT1127 Dark Violet

**ABT1161 FLESH AND SKIN COLORS SET**

This set has a selection of shades to paint different types of skin from very light to more tanned. The combination of the colors from this set allows to create infinite nuances and finishes.

Contains:
- ABT1116 Basic Flesh Tone
- ABT1117 Tanned Flesh Tone
- ABT1118 Light Flesh Tone
- ABT1123 Reddish Black
- ABT1109 Oxide Yellow
- ABT1145 Burnt Umber

**ABT1162 INTENSE COLD COLORS SET**

The intense colors of this set will become an ideal tool for painting figures that require cool colors and contrasts. These tones are key to transmit calm or sadness. Cold colors attract less attention of the viewer, are passive and seem to recede and give a feeling of greater distance and space.

Contains:
- ABT1136 Phthalo Green
- ABT1134 Prussian Blue
- ABT1135 Amethyst
- ABT1132 Turquoise
- ABT1126 Purple
- ABT1133 Ultramarine Blue
ABT1163
**INTENSE WARM COLORS SET**

The intense warm colors of this set would make an ideal tool for painting figures or anything that requires energetic and radiant colors. Warm colors are uplifting and emotionally connected to bring a sense of happiness, sociability and energy. Red and yellow are the warm colors par excellence.

Contains:
- ABT1120 Orange
- ABT1121 Naples Red
- ABT1108 Naples Yellow
- ABT1110 Yellow Ochre
- ABT1112 Sand
- ABT1107 Primary Yellow

**ABT1164**
**BLACK & WHITE PASSION COLORS**

The Black and white colors and their transitions are necessary not only to represent a painting technique or some colors but also to create shadows and lights or work any type of mixture. The gray tones are neutral tones that provide lighting or darkness as we need.

Contains:
- ABT1141 Medium Grey
- ABT1143 Light Grey
- ABT1104 Pure Black
- ABT1103 Smoke Black
- ABT1101 Pure White
- ABT1102 Off White

**ABT1165**
**LEATHER & INTENSE SHADOW COLORS**

This set is composed of colors that can be used to represent different types of leather and their corresponding wear. These same tones are key colors when we talk about shadows and shades in other tones that need to avoid the black color.

Contains:
- ABT1145 Burnt Umber
- ABT1115 Earth Brown
- ABT1104 Pure Black
- ABT1146 Raw Umber
- ABT1114 Dark Earth
- ABT1147 Sepia
**Color Sets**

**ABT1166**
**INTENSE GREEN COLORS SET**

Green tones are the focus of this set. The combinations of the included colors allow to paint different military figures, fantastic figures or any other piece in which green tones are important to be made. The tones are rich and blend easily to create shadows and undertones.

Contains:
- ABT1117 Deep Green
- ABT1138 Light Green
- ABT1139 Moss Green
- ABT1140 Military Green
- ABT1111 Yellow Green
- ABT1136 Phthalo Green

**ABT1167**
**INTENSE RED COLORS SET**

The intensity of the colors in this set makes the red tones highlight the finishes of your figures like you have never seen before. This set contains a selection of red colors with which you can get a multitude of combinations.

Contains:
- ABT1122 Primary Red
- ABT1124 Oxide Red
- ABT1123 Reddish Black
- ABT1125 Vermilion
- ABT1121 Naples Red
- ABT1106 Magenta

**ABT1168**
**INTENSE BLUE COLORS SET**

The selection of colors in this set is perfect for any figure or element that contains blue tones. Their covering capacity and intensity will make your models look surprisingly attractive.

Contains:
- ABT1134 Prussian Blue
- ABT1120 Light Blue
- ABT1139 French Blue
- ABT1131 Sky blue
- ABT1132 Turquoise
- ABT1105 Cyan
An essential medium for creating smoother edges and seamless transitions, this medium is used to extend the wear / dry time of acrylics by over 50%, giving you the opportunity to work on paint to improve color mixing.

Use it when maximum transparency is needed to add luminosity and depth to your models. This is the best medium to create glazes since it provides maximum transparency to the color and improves its brightness. This allows thin layers of highly transparent color to be built up without changing the hue for luminous and glowing effects.

**ABT1151**
ACRYLIC DRYING RETARDANT GEL

An essential medium for creating smoother edges and seamless transitions, this medium is used to extend the wear / dry time of acrylics by over 50%, giving you the opportunity to work on paint to improve color mixing.

**ABT1152**
GLAZE MEDIUM
AK11701
BRIEFCASE 236 COLORS
595€
SHOP

11 Kg. Transport case with safety locks. Includes 2 keys and shoulder strap.

Elegant briefcase limited edition. The 3 gen colors have been a great advance in the world of acrylic and many modellers have already changed their way of painting, surprised by their properties and pigmentation. Prepared for painting with a brush, they are the paints that perform the best and it works with the airbrush once dissolved to your liking.

AK11702
BRIEFCASE 100 COLORS
265€
SHOP

5 Kg. Transport case with safety locks. Includes 2 keys.

Elegant briefcase limited edition. The 3 gen colors have been a great advance in the world of acrylic and many modellers have already changed their way of painting, surprised by their properties and pigmentation. Prepared for painting with a brush, they are the paints that perform the best and it works with the airbrush once dissolved to your liking.
Premium Siberian Kolinsky Brushes

The Premium range of Siberian Kolinsky brushes from AK.

These brushes made by hand by expert craftsmen are made with the best Kolinsky Siberian hair and are some of the highest quality brushes on the market. The softness of the hair and the load-bearing capacity are ideal for figure painters looking for an extreme quality brush with a great capacity to line. They come in a transparent tube and are available in four sizes.

Natural brushes require more care than synthetic hair brushes, as their deterioration leads to loss of shape and degradation of the hair. To increase their service, good maintenance and cleaning is recommended so that paint residues do not dry on your hair.

Recommended for any type of acrylic paint.

AKSK-2/0
SIBERIAN KOLINSKY BRUSH

AKSK-0
SIBERIAN KOLINSKY BRUSH

AKSK-1
SIBERIAN KOLINSKY BRUSH

AKSK-2
SIBERIAN KOLINSKY BRUSH

AKSK-10
SIBERIAN KOLINSKY BRUSHES
DELUXE CASE

AK Siberian Kolinsky 4 Brush Case
Sizes: 00-0-1-2
These sizes correspond to the brushes most demanded by figure painters of any scale.

11.90€
SHOP

12.20€
SHOP

12.50€
SHOP

13.50€
SHOP

49.90€
SHOP